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IN MEMORY OF A. S. BESICOVITCH 
A measure p on 5X” will be called locally uniformly a-dimensional if p(B,(x)) Q cr” 
for t 11 r < 1 and all x, where B,(x) denotes the ball of radius r about x. For 
fc L ‘(dp), the measure f dp is in Y’ so (f dp)^ is well-defined. We show it is 
locally in Lz and 
Und :r additional hypotheses we show that 
lim ramn 
I I(fdfi)^ (C)I’d5 r-m MY) 
is cc mparable in size to /lJji i. A number of other related results are established. 
The special case when a is an integer and p is the surface measure on a C’ manifold 
was treated by S. Agmon and L. Hiirmander (J. Analyse Math. 30, 1976, l-38). 
cj 195 0 Academw Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An almost periodic function F(l) = z c,jeis,“l can be thought of as 
the Foxier transform (f &) h (t) where p is the discrete measure 
p= C 6 x - a,) and f(u,) = cj is in L’(&). The Parseval theorem for F says 
lim rp" 
r-m I B,(Y) 
I(f4)A (5)12&=c j v-l'& 
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for any fixed y, the constant c being the measure of B,. This can be 
thought of as the zero-dimensional case of our results. More generally, a 
well-known theorem of Wiener [W, Theorem 24, p. 1461 states that if ~1 is 
any finite measure and p = C cj6(x -a,) + v, where v is a continuous 
measure, then lim,, ~ r-” JB,(,,) I(&)” (<)I* & = c C Icj12. From our point 
of view, this indicates that while all finite measures may be regarded as 
zero-dimensional, only the discrete part, which has a Radon-Nikodym 
derivative with respect to zero-dimensional Hausdorff measure, contributes 
to the formula. 
At the other extreme, the Plancherel formula can be written 
lim 
r - m s I&L.) I(fdx)* (Ol’ci5 = (277)” j- IS(xN* dx. 
This is the n-dimensional case of our results. A naive conjecture, “inter- 
polating” between these results, would be that 
lim f-* 
,‘ClZ s B(y, I(fdp)^ (5)I*&=cj- Ifl’d~ r 
for suitable a-dimensional measures p. As it turns out, this conjecture is too 
strong, and the limit fails to exist in most cases. Nevertheless, the spirit of 
the conjecture is correct, and if we replace the limit by limsup then we do 
get a quantity which is comparable to llfll: in many cases. 
Previously, several other special cases of the conjecture were known. 
Agmon and Hormander [AH] studied the case where d,u is surface 
measure on a C ’ submanifold and c( is an integer, using somewhat 
smoother cut-off functions. Also, the author [Strl] recently obtained the 
exact result in the case that dp is surface measure on a sphere and 
a=n-1. 
We will say that a measure on IV’ is locally uniformly u-dimensional 
where 0 8 LX d n if p(B,(x)) d era for every ball B,(x) of radius r < 1. At first 
this might seem like the wrong definition, because, for example, Lebesgue 
measure satisfies the definition for all a, 0 < c1< n, but we think of Lebesgue 
measure as being only n-dimensional. However, our definition easily 
implies that p is absolutely continuous with respect to a-dimensional 
Hausdorff measure pa. Also, by a simple variant of the Radon-Nikodym 
theorem proved in Section 3, we can write p = 50 dp, + v, where v is null 
with respect to CL,, in the sense that p,(E) < co implies v(E) =O. This 
generalizes the decomposition of an arbitrary measure into discrete and 
continuous parts, and the measure v in our decomposition turns out to 
make a negligible contribution to the limit formula. 
If ,u is locally uniformly a-dimensional, and f~L*(dp), then (fd~)~ is 
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well-def ned as a tempered istribution, and in fact it is locally L2. Our first 
main results are the estimates 
(Coroll; ry 5.2) and 
im sup rrpn 
s I (f&IA (5)12 d5 G c j If(x v(x) &a(x) r-cc MY) 
for lixec y (Theorem 5.3). The main ingredient in the proofs is the weak-L1 
estimate for the maximal function 
m,f(x)= sup rpa 
O<r<l s B(x) If’ dp r 
(Corolhuy 2.5), which is an easy consequence of the Besicovitch covering 
lemma Proposition 2.1). In order to get estimates from below we need to 
make ftrther hypotheses on the measure. Recall that an a-dimensional set 
E is called regular if the upper and lower cl-densities limsup,,, (2r)-’ 
pJEn.S,(x)) and liminf,,, (2r)-a pJEnB,(x)) are equal to one for 
p,-almcst every x in E. Because regular sets are so rare (in particular c1 
must be an integer) we define quasi-regular sets E by the condition that the 
lower dl:nsity be bounded from below on E. For example, the usual Cantor 
set is qllasi-regular. Now if p = p,, E + v is as above and E is regular then 
we pro\e 
lim fen 
r-m s B,(Y) 
IV&)” kt)l*&=c, jEIS12&m 
while if E is only quasi-regular we have 
liminf rapn 
r--rcc i B,~y~IUW (5)l’dtac jElf12d~, 
(Theorem 5.5). This is the a-dimensional version of Wiener’s theorem 
Notice hat it is only for certain regular sets (the conditionthat p be locally 
uniforrrly a-dimensional is not a consequence of regularity) that we obtain 
the full strength of the naive conjecture for pLcllE but for quasi-regular sets 
we corn: close; for while the limit may not exist (almost certainly it doesn’t 
exist urless E is regular, but we do not prove this), any limit point is 
equivalent to SE Ifl2 dp,. 
In Section 6 we give some applications of our results. We prove multi- 
plier th#:orems for operators from Lp(dp) to Ly(dx), and derive properties 
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of Poisson integrals of f dp. We also obtain a restriction theorem for 
Sobolev spaces. It is well known that functions in the Sobolev space 
L:(Iw”) have well-defined restrictions in L’(M) where M is a smooth 
m-dimensional submanifold of [w”, provided I > (n - m)/2. We show that if 
1> (n - 1x)/2 then functions in L:( lRN) have well-defined restrictions to any 
a-dimensional set E for which dp,, E is locally uniformly a-dimensional. 
This result was originally proved by Adams [Adl, Ad2, Ad31 in slightly 
sharper form. 
In Section 4 we examine the zero-dimensional Wiener theorem in detail. 
One thing that is rather apparent is that the hypothesis that p be a finite 
measure is inappropriate, given the L2 nature of the conclusion. We remedy 
this defect in Theorem 4.4. Although this result represents omething of a 
detour from our main goal, the ideas used in the proof form the core of our 
arguments in Section 5. We also give a version of Wiener’s theorem for 
Hermite expansions-this is a true red herring, but with a twist. Michael 
Taylor [TM, Section 12.51 has given far-reaching generalizations of 
Wiener’s theorem to the context of spectral expansions of elliptic operators 
on compact manifolds; our result shows that Hermite expansions behave 
differently. It seems quite likely that all our results can be generalized to 
Taylor’s context+ertainly the reader will encounter no difficulty in 
replacing Fourier transforms by Fourier series in what follows. 
It should be understood that all measures are defined on the Bore1 sets 
of KY and are assumed locally finite, hence regular. “Measurable set” means 
“Bore1 set.” For the theory of Hausdorff measure and fractal sets the reader 
is referred to the excellent book by Falconer [F] which explains the 
important results clearly, precisely, and concisely. 
The results of this paper were announced in [Str2].’ 
Dedication. A. S Besicovitch was one of the most powerful and original 
mathematicians of our century. He made fundamental and profound 
contributions to many areas of analysis, including the theory of almost 
periodic functions and the measure theory of fractal sets (seee [TS] for 
biography and publication list). I don’t know if he ever imagined a connec- 
tion between these two theories; the connection that I am suggesting here 
is only vaguely realized, but I hope it would have pleased him. 
Personally, I had the great privilege of studying with Besicovitch for a 
year, when I was too young to be fully aware of his great contributions to 
mathematics, and he was too old-according to the conventional 
wisdom-to be still making great contributions to mathematics. How 
gleefully did “Besie” give the conventional wisdom the thrashing it so richly 
deserves! With a thick Russian accent, and a twinkle in his eye, he gave us 
’ Further results along these lines are given in “Self-Similar Measures and Their Fourier 
Transforms.” 
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an inspiring example of the power of the creative mind. Once, after an espe- 
cially e; trnest visiting lecturer had delivered a “sermon” on how to teach 
mathenatics to the least gifted students, Besie stood up and related an 
anecdote from his childhood about his brief experience with a noted violin 
teacher; when he reached the inevitable conclusion (“and so it was agreed, 
seeing that I had no talent whatsoever, that the lessons should stop”) the 
audienc: was in stitches. An important idea that Besie repeatedly 
emphas zed was that a simple argument can still be very deep- it may not 
be so simple to discover. But above all, what I learned from him, and for 
which I am eternally grateful, is that good mathematics can be good fun. 
And it -s. 
2. MAXIMAL FUNCTIONS 
So nuch of harmonic analysis begins with maximal functions, and 
maximal functions are understood via covering lemmas. One of the most 
powerful covering lemmas is the following, due to Besicovitch (a short 
proof n ay be found in de Guzman [G2, pp. 39401). Here B,(x) denotes 
the open ball of radius r centered at x. For the result, it is not really 
necessa1.y that we deal with balls-for example, cubes would do as well, but 
not general rectangles-but it is essential that the set be centered at x. 
PROPXITION 2.1 (Besicovitch Covering Lemma). There exists a con- 
stant c, depending only on the dimension, such that tf A c R” is measurable 
and a collection {B,,,,(x)},, A of balls centered at each point of A is given 
with tht radii r(x) arbitrary but untformly bounded, then there exists a finite 
or tour. table sub-collection { Bk} which covers A with no more than c, 
overlap> ; i.e., 
(2.1) 
Let ~1 be any locally finite measure on R”. (Actually we could do with the 
followirg hypothesis: for p-almost every x there exists r > 0 such that 
0 c p(B.(x)) < co.) We define the centered maximal function 
M,f(x)=sup~(B,(x))-'Sg(~)Ifld~ 
r>0 r 
(2.2) 
for any locally integrable f, where we take O/O = 0 if p( B,(x)) = 0. It is easy 
to see t lat M, f is measurable. 
THEOREM 2.2. The operator M, satisfies the weak-L’ estimate 
P: h&fb)>4dcn~-' ilfli, (2.3) 
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for all f E L’(d,u), and the Lp estimate 
ll~,fll, Q cp Ilf lip (2.4) 
for all f E LP(dp), 1 < p d 00, where all Lp norms are with respect to p. 
Proof. Let E, = {x:M, f(x) > s}. For every x E E, there exists r such 
that 
Assume first that E, is bounded, so that we may apply the Besicovitch 
covering lemma to obtain {Bk}, and then 
by (2.1), which is (2.3). In the general case we partition R” into a countable 
union of bounded sets, run the above argument above on each bounded 
set, and then sum. Then (2.4) follows by the Marcinkiewicz interpolation 
theorem using the trivial p = CO case. Q.E.D. 
This result is also proved in Journt [J]. The next result is proved by 
different methods by Besicovitch [Bl], but also using his covering lemma. 
COROLLARY 2.3. For any f E L’(dp), 
!i_mo~(B,CW1 IBc,,/ &=f(x) 
r 
(2.5) 
for p-almost every x and in fact also 
!‘-“0 ABr(x)) -’ j If(y) -f(x)1 &b)=O. (2.6) 
&(x1 
Proox Continuous functions are dense in L’(dp) because p is a-finite 
hence regular. Since (2.5) and (2.6) are obviously true for this dense 
subclass, the result follows for all L’(dp) by general functional analysis 
principles and the estimate (2.3). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.4. For any f e LP(dp), 1 < p < CO, 
~$4B,(x))-‘]B(xlf &=f(x) in Lp(dp). (2.7) 
I 
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Proo]: Convergence almost everywhere follows from the previous 
Corolla-y (localized), and then Lp convergence follows from (2.4) by the 
domina .ed convergence theorem. Q.E.D. 
Now fix a real value a satisfying 0 < a d n, and define the a-dimensional 
centereLI maximal function by 
M,f(x) = sup rpcI 
s B(x) Ifl & (2.8) r>O , 
Similarly we define the local a-dimensional centered maximal function by 
m,f(x)= sup r-” 
O<r<l 5 B(J) If’ dp. , 
Obserw, that these maximal functions depend on the measure p, but this 
dependf:nce is suppressed in the notation. 
We v ill say that the measure p is uniformly a-dimensional if there exists 
a const;mt c such that 
A&(x)) Gera for all x and r > 0. (2.9) 
Similarly, we say that p is locally uniformZy a-dimensional if (2.9) holds for 
0 <r < . It is easy to see that a locally uniformly a-dimensional measure 
must bc absolutely continuous with respect to a-dimensional Hausdorff 
measure pL,, but such a measure need not exhibit any actual “fractal” 
behavior. Thus, for example, Lebesgue measure is locally uniformly 
a-dimensional for any a < n. We can allow a = 0 in these definitions, in 
which case a measure is uniformly O-dimensional if and only if it is finite, 
and locally uniformly O-dimensional if and only if p(Bi(x)) is uniformly 
boundecl in x. 
COROLLARY 2.5. If x is uniformly a-dimensional then M, is bounded on 
Lp(dp) “Car 1~ p < co and satisfies a weak-L’ estimate, similarly for m, if p 
is locall, I uniformly a-dimensional. 
Prooj M, f < CM, f in the first case, and mcr f < CM, f in the second 
case. Q.E.D. 
It is also interesting to ask if these results remain true if we drop the 
requirerient that the balls be centered at x, and only require that they 
contain x. Journe [J] shows that this is the case when the dimension n = 1, 
but not when n > 2. 
If the measure p satisfies a doubling condition, then all these results are 
known [To]. However, most fractal measures do not satisfy a doubling 
conditia n. 
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3. MEASURE THEORY 
Let p be a positive measure with no infinite atoms, not necessarily 
a-finite, and let v be a g-finite positive measure which is absolutely 
continuous with respect to p, v 4 p, in the usual sense (p(E) = 0 implies 
v(E) = 0). The Radon-Nikodym theorem does not apply in this situation, 
but there is a simple substitute result. We will say that a measure v is null 
with respect to p, written v 4 p, if p(E) < co implies v(E) = 0. Clearly this 
is a stronger condition than absolute continuity, and it implies that 
v(E) = 0 if E is an a-finite set for p. In particular, if p were o-finite, then 
only the zero measure could be null with respect o CL. But for non-a-finite 
measures p, such as counting measure on [w, it is easy to give examples of 
non-trivial measures which are null with respect to p. But again, if 
dv = f dp for a measurable non-negative function f, then we cannot have v 
null with respect o p unless v is the zero measure. Thus the null measures 
and the RadonNikodym measures with respect to ~1 form mutually 
exclusive classes. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let p be a measure with no infinite atoms, and let v be 
a-finite and absolutely continuous with respect to p, v 4 p. Then there exists 
a unique decomposition v= v1 + v2 such that dv, = f dp for a non-negative 
measurable function f, and v2 is null with respect o p, v2 4 p. 
Proof The uniqueness has already been noted. For existence it suffices 
to consider the case where v is a finite measure. Then let d denote the set 
of measurable sets A such that v(A) > 0 and ,U restricted to A is o-finite. Let 
a denote the sup of v(A) for A E &‘, and choose a sequence of sets Aj E d 
such that limj, co v(Aj)=a, and set B=lJ,2Yi A,. We claim v,=vIB and 
v2 = vlrg is the desired decomposition. 
Indeed dv, = f dp by the Radon-Nikodym theorem since ~1 B is &trite. 
To show v2 0 ,M assume p(E) < co. Then vZ(E) = 0 for if not we would have 
v( B u E) > a and B u E E d, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If p is counting measure, then the decomposition v = v, + v2 is 
just the familiar decomposition of a measure into discrete and continuous 
parts. 
Now we specialize to the case p = pX, the Hausdorff measure of dimen- 
sion c1 on [w”. Recall [F] the definition of the a-upper density 
D,(v, x) = limsup (2r)-a v(B,(x)) 
r-*0 
of a measure v. Similarly the a-lower density I>,(v, x) is defined with the 
liminf in place of limsup. 
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THEOREM 3.2. If v is a locally finite measure on R” that is null with 
respect r~ pa, v 3 px, then iT,(v, x) = 0 for ~~-almost every x. 
Proof Let Ek denote the set of x E R” such that for all E > 0 there exists 
r<c with (2r)-” v(B,(x))> l/k. It is easy to see that the union of the sets 
E, is er actly the set of points where DJv, x) > 0, so it suffices to show 
p,(&) =. 0 for every k. We do this first for the case when v is a finite 
measure. 
Now we apply the Besicovitch covering lemma to the balls whose exist- 
ence def ne E,, and obtan a cover (B,(xj)} of E, such that C xB,,(xj) 6 c, 
everywhere. However, each ball has radius rj< E, so B,(xj) c: E,,, where 
Ek,E denotes the set of points of distance GE from Ek. Thus C xB,,(xi) < 
c,,xEkI hence t: v(s,,(~,))Qc,,v(&~). But since we also have (2~~)” < 
kv(~~(~~)) we have C (2rj)“<cv(E,,,), and letting s-0 this shows 
p,(Ek) 6 cv(&) by the definition of ,uG and the fact that Ek = n, Ek,E and 
v is finit,:. But since v is finite this means pC1,(Ek) -=c co hence v(EJ = 0 hence 
P,(&) = 0. 
Finally, if v is only a locally finite measure, we can apply the same argu- 
ment to the restriction of v to any fixed ball B to show g,(Z$n B) =0 
hence ptc (Ek) = 0. Q.E.D. 
Using the same method of proof, we can give some refinements of 
Corollaries 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. We assume now that p is locally uniformly 
cc-dimen:;ional. It is easy to see that this implies ~6 ,u~. Let p = p, i- pz be 
the decomposition of Theorem 3.1, and let E be a set that supports p,+ 
(The fact that II, contains no infinite atoms follows from a deep theorem 
of Besicovitch, see below.) 
THEOF EM 3.3. For any f f I,‘(&), 
lim rma 
.I 
f G&=0 
r-o &f-r) 
(3.1) 
,for ,a,-alYnost every x in the complement of E. 
ProojI We may assume f 2 0 and ~1 is finite, without loss of generality. 
For each k let A, = (.x$ E: for all E >O there exists P G E such that 
r-@ jB,f.y f dp 2 l/k]. It sufices to show p,(Ak) = 0 for each k, since u A, 
is the subset of the complement of E where (3.1) fails to hold. 
Assun.e first that E supports p, so JAlr f & = 0. We apply the Besicovitch 
covering lemma to obtain a covering of A, by balls {B,(x,)} such that 
t: x/3, (x, ) G CrIX‘4I $- Since r; G k Se (.+,f dp we have C r,” 6 kc,, SAL, f dp 
which sl ows p&I,) < c JAk f dp = 0:’ 
Now in the general case E supports pi, so let E, be disjoint from 
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E and support pz. The above argument shows (3.1) holds pE-almost 
everywhere on the complement of E u E,, so it suffices to show (3.1) holds 
p,-almost everywhere on EZ. But the above argument also shows 
lim r+O Y-’ fe,(x)f &, = 0 FL,-almost everywhere on E,, so it remains to 
show lim,,, Yea fe,c,,fd~z = 0 for p,-almost every x E E,. But this is 
Theorem 3.2 for v = f d,uz. Q.E.D. 
We can combine this result with Corollary 2.3 to obtain precise 
estimates for limsup, _ 0 9 sBrcX) f dp in case h is the restriction of pL, to a 
set E, We say that a set E is locally uniformly cr-dimensional if the restriction 
of p, to E is locally uniformly a-dimensional. A powerful theorem of 
Besicovitch [F, p. 67; B23 shows that every Bore1 set of infinite CL, measure 
contains subsets of arbitrary finite pti measure that are locally uniformly 
a-dimensional. (Besicovitch only proved the result for Fg,,-sets; the 
extension to Bore1 sets is due to Davies CD].) In Theorem 5.8 below we 
show that self-similar fractals are locally uniformly c+dimensional. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let E be locally uniformly a-dimensional, et p denote 
the restriction of pL, to E, let f E L’(dp) be non-negative, and set f(x) = 0 for 
x $ E. Then 
2-y(x) < litnn;p (2r)-” 1 f dp < f(x) (3.2) 
B,(x) 
for pL,-almost every x. 
Proof: For x $ E this is just (3.1). For p-almost every x E E we have 
(2.5) by Corollary 2.3, hence 
r-0 
jB (x) f 4 = D,(P, x) f (x). 
, 
The result follows since it is known that 2-* < a,( p, x) < 1 for p-almost 
every x E E (see [F, p. 25]-this result is also due to Besicovitch). Q.E.D. 
Remarks. In fact it is easy to show that every Bore1 set E of finite, 
positive pL, measure contains locally uniformly a-dimensional subsets E, 
with p,JE,) 2 pL,(E) - E for every E > 0. Indeed, let 
Fk= {xEE: sup rp’pJB,(x)nE)<k}. 
o<r< 1 
It is easy to see that Fk is measurable and increasing with k, and each Fk 
is locally uniformly a-dimensional. But pa-almost every x E E belongs to 
U, Fk since 6,( p, x) < 1 for p,-almost every x E E, so lim, _ o. pL,(Fk) = 
pm(E). Of course, the constant of local uniform cc-dimensionality tends to 
infinity with k. Nevertheless, the result is interesting because sometimes 
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(see Ccrollary 5.6) we obtain estimates that are independent of this 
constani. 
These results give us control of m,f(x) for x outside the support of p. 
Indeed if limsup,,, rpa sB,(XJ IfI & is finite then so is m,f(x), since 
Thus if E is as in Corollary 3.4 then m,f(x) is finite for pa-almost every 
x. Morr: generally, if p is any locally uniformly a-dimensional measure 
supportc:d on a set E, then m,f(x) is finite pa-almost everywhere on the 
complerrent of E. To see this, assume on the contrary that there exists a 
set E, c isjoint from E with pJE,) > 0 and m,f(x) = + co on E, . By the 
above i,emarks there exists a locally uniformly a-dimensional subset 
E2 E E, with 0 < pL,(E2) < co. Let v = paxIE2 and consider the measure ,U + v 
and the function f which is extended to be zero on E,. Clearly p + v is 
locally ,miformly a-dimensional, and the maximal function m, f formed 
with respect o ,u + v is the same as the one formed with respect o p. But 
then Corollary 2.5 applied to p + v shows m,f is finite almost everywhere 
with respect o v, a contradiction. 
4. WIENER'S THEOREM 
We bl:gin with a simple measure theoretic lemma valid for any a-finite 
measure p on a measure space for which points are measurable and with 
atoms oi bounded size. Write p = p, + pL2 where ,uZ is continuous and pi = 
C c$(x - uj), is discrete. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let ,u be as above with cj< M for all j. Then for any 
f E L2(d,l) we have 
s s X(x=Y)f(x)f(Y)dp(x)dp(y)=C If(aj)I’cT, (4.1) 
where XI x = y) denotes the characteristic function of the diagonal. 
Proof By Fubini’s theorem it suffices to verify the result for one 
iterated integral. Since f(x) = f( y) whenever x(x = y) is different from zero 
we can vrite the integral as f (f 1 f(x)12 x(x = y) dp( y)) dp(x). Doing the y 
integration first we obtain 
s If( P(~H 44x) 
which ecluals C I f(aj)l 2 cf, and this is finite because cj < M and f~ L2. 
Q.E.D. 
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Now let ~1 be a measure on [w” which is locally uniformly zero dimen- 
sional, meaning 
I PL(B)I 6 M (4.2) 
for any ball B of radius one. Clearly this implies that p is a-finite and 
satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 4.1. It is also easy to verify that if 
f~ L2(&) then f & is a tempered distribution and so (f dp)” is well- 
defined as a tempered distribution. 
LEMMA 4.2. Under the above hypotheses, (f dp) h E Lf,,, in fact 
jRn IV&)” (012 e -‘~~~* dt < co for all t > 0. 
Proof By definition 
for any cp E Y. Thus to show (fdp)” E L2(e- t1512 dc) it suffices to establish 
the estimate 
r1512 I((f&)^, $(Oe- >I Gc, 
0 
112 
l$(5)12e-‘1512dtl 
) 
(4.3) 
for all $EY. To do this we set (p(<)=$(t;) eP(1’2)r’512, so that (4.3) 
becomes 
But we know that 
((p(t) e-w2m2 ) A (x) = c, f @(x - y) e-(1/2)'m'1Y12 dy 
so that we need only show 
lb dx- Y) e-‘lyi2 dy.f(x) 44x) G c, IIvII2 (4.4) 
after some trivial changes in notation. We can restate (4.4) as follows: the 
operator T defined by 
Tq = eerlx12 * cp 
is a bounded operator from L’(dx) to L2(dp). 
But now by the Riesz interpolation theorem it suffices to show that T is 
bounded from L’(dx) to L’(dp) and from L”(dx) to L”(dp). The second 
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statemertt is trivial, since T maps L”(dx) to continuous bounded functions. 
For the first, we observe that (4.2) implies 
s 
e- +--A2 d/i(x)< (?,A& (4.5) 
and so 
<c&f s I44Y)l dY. Q.E.D. 
THEOI:EM 4.3. Under the same hypotheses as Lemma 4.2, we have 
lim Pi2 I I(fdp)^ (Ol’e- ‘Iti d< = n”” 1 If( cj. (4.6) r-0 
ProoJ A formal calculation shows 
t ‘I2 
I 
I(fdp)^ ([)I2 ec’lri2 d5 
= t ‘I2 
m 
f(x)f(y) ei(XpY)‘t e-‘lti2 dp(x) dp(y) d5 
=71 42 
ss 
e-‘“--~‘2’4’f(x)f(Y)d~(x) dp(y) (4.7) 
and as t + 0 the integrand tends to x(x = y) f(x) f( y), so that (4.6) would 
follow fr3m Lemma 4.1, provided we could justify the interchange of limit 
and inte;;ral and the formal computation. 
Therefore we begin by looking at 
ss e-i”-y12’4’f(x)f(y)dp(x) dp(y). 
For t < l/4 the integrand is dominated by ePIxPYi2 If(x)f(y)I, and we will 
show thi; belongs to L’( p x p). This clearly follows if we can show that the 
operator S defined by S!(x) = J e-‘“-Y12f( y) d,u( y) is bounded on L2(dp). 
We do tltis by showing that S is bounded on L’(dp) and L”(dp). But both 
statements are easy consequences of (4.5). 
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Thus we know that the integral in (4.7) is absolutely convergent, and the 
dominated convergence theorem applies to establish 
= (47q”‘7 If( c’. 
Finally to justify (4.7) we note first that if we assume fEL’ nL2(&) then 
all the integrals in (4.7) are absolutely integrable, so (4.7) is valid by 
Fubini’s theorem. For the general f~ L2(&) we consider the sequence 
f,Jx) =f(x) ~(1x1 <k) in L’ n L2(&) which converges to fin L2(&). Then 
lim (47~~“‘~ jj e-‘“-y144’fk(~)fk(y) C+(X) &(y) 
k-c.2 
= (47~~“‘~ jj eC’“py12’4’f(x)f(dp(x) dp(y) 
by the argument above and the dominated convergence theorem, while 
lim PI* 
k-m s 
= t”” 
I 
I(fdp)^ (()I* eCfitl* d< 
by the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
Remark. The proof also shows 
Q.E.D. 
sup PI2 I I(f+)^ (5)12ep “t’2 d( <c If(x)/’ d/l(x). 0<191 s 
THEOREM 4.4. Let v be any complex measure on KY’ satisfying 
,Fzn (Iv1 K?(W)’ < 00, (4.8) 
where Q(k) denotes the cube of side length 1 centered at k, and write 
v = c cjqx - aj) + v2, 
where v2 is continuous. Then v E Y’(W’), D E Lo,, and 
1 
r1z2 SZr” s li(<)12d5=C Icjl’, ,<,Gr (4.9) 
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where IR denotes the volume of the unit ball. Furthermore we have 
1 
sup ; s ,5,<r l~(t)l’@~c ralr . 
kFz (Iv1 (Q(W)'. (4.10) n 
Proof: Define a positive measure p by p(A)= Iv/ (A)/lvl (Q(k)) for 
A c Q(k), so clearly (4.2) satisfied. Furthermore we have dv = f dp where 
If(x)I = I4 (Q(k)) f or XE Q(k), so f E L2(dp) by (4.8). Therefore 
Theoren 4.3 applies to dv = f dp, so 
lim t”” 
t+0 s 
lG(5)12 e-‘15iz d[ = xn” 1 Ici12 
and (4.S ) follows by a familiar Tauberian theorem (see [TM]). Finally 
(4.10) follows from the remark following the proof of Theorem 4.3. Q.E.D. 
We may consider 
9(t) = C c,eiu’e + C*(l) 
as a surr of an almost periodic function and some “noise” G2(l), so that 
Wiener’s theorem says that the Bohr mean of ICI2 picks out the total energy 
of the almost periodic component. In Wiener’s version, where v is a finite 
measure we have C lcjl < co so the almost periodic component is 
uniformly almost periodic, and in fact has an absolutely convergent 
Fourier series. In our version, the restriction on the almost periodic 
componlnt is that 
kfk ( C l’jl)‘< O” (4.11) 
” o,"QW) 
which is considerably weaker, but not as weak as Besicovitch’s B2 class of 
almost I eriodic functions [B3] for which we only need 
1 ICj12 < co. (4.12) 
Howevel, there are uniformly almost periodic functions which do not 
satisfy (d-.1 ), essentially because the left side of (4.11) fails to be dilation 
invariarr . 
It wolrld appear that the B2 class of almost periodic functions is the 
natural 1:1ass to consider for a generalization of Wiener’s theorem of the 
form: B )hr mean (If + noiseI*) = C lci12 since Besicovitch shows Bohr 
mean (IJ”12)=C Icj12 for 
f(S)-Ccjeiqi; (4.13) 
under the assumption (4.12) alone. 
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We close this section with a brief discussion of the analogue of Wiener’s 
theorem for Hermite and related expansions. Our purpose is to show that 
there is a fundamental change in the nature of the results. We restrict 
ourselves to the simplest cases; there are clearly many generalizations 
possible in the spirit of the other results in this paper. 
On Iw’ we consider the normalized Hermite functions hk(x)= 
(2kk! &)-l/Z e--“2/2 Hk(x) where Hk(x) = (- l)k e”‘(d/d~)~ e-X* is the kth 
Hermite polynomial. Then llhkllz = 1 with respect to Lebesgue measure, 
and 
In fact the system {/z~}~=~ is the complete eigenfunction system associated 
with the self-adjoint operator ( -(d2/dx2)+x2) on L2([w1, dx) (see [RS]). 
For any finite measure p on [w, let ,ii(k) = J hk(x) tip(x), 
is the Hermite expansion for ,u. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let p =C c$(x- ai) + p’, where p’ 
measure. Then 
m 
so C,” ii(k) h&) 
is a continuous 
lim (1-t2)“2~~~(k)~2tk=12-1’2~I~j~2 
t-1- 0 
(4.14) 
and 
N-l 
(4.15) 
Proof. The basic generating function identity for Hermite polynomials 
is 
; ffk(X) H,(Y)&= (1 - t2))1/2 exp 2xyt - (x2 + y’) t2 l-t2 > (4.16) 
(see [L, p. 611) for 0 < t < 1. Therefore 
(1 - ?)I’2 f I p(k)\’ tk 
0 
= (l-t2)‘i2fIkhk(y)dp(x)d/i(y) 
s 
0 
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Now (4 14) follows by the dominated convergence theorem and Lemma 4.1 
since th: function 
is unifo *mly bounded by one and 
lim Gl(x, y) = 
0 if x#y 
r-1- 
1 
if x = y. 
If we set E = 1 - t we can rewrite this as 
lim &I/2 1 IF(k)]* e-&k = (2n)-‘j2 1 (cj12. 
c-o+ 
Then (1.15) follows by a Tauberian theorem [TM, p. 341, Proposi- 
tion 7.121 with n = 1, I= l/2). Q.E.D. 
The surprising feature of (4.15) is the power of N that occurs. A similar 
result h lids in KY. 
More generally, we consider the self-adjoint operator -d + A 1x1 p on 
W, where d denotes the Laplacian and b > 1. Let (qk} denote a complete 
set of Sgenfunctions with eigenvalues 1, < A2 6 ... arranged in non- 
decreasing order. It is known that 
where 
ik - (ak)“Y as k+co, (4.17) 
and 
a = 2”A”,p w2 + 1) m + 1) 
f(nlfi+ 1) 
(See [RS, p. 2751. Actually one has the same results for -A+ V if V= 
lxls+ k, and V, is suitably small.) 
For ~1 a finite measure on [w” write P(k) = [ (Pk(x) C+(X). 
THEOI:EM 4.6. Let p =x c,d(x -aj) + ,u’ where p’ is a continuous 
measure Then 
lim Nppi(8+2)f Ip(k)12=bC Ici12, 
N-m I 
(4.18) 
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where 
Proof: Let K(t, x, y) = C e Pr’3kqJx) q,(y) denote the heat kernel for 
the operator -A + A 1x1 8. It is known (see [RS] ) that the behavior as 
t + 0 is the same as the Euclidean heat kernel (4nt) n/2 e lx y12/4r, hence 
(4.19) 
by Lemma 4.1. But then (4.17) and (4.19) imply (4.18) by a Tauberian 
theorem [TM, p. 3411. Q.E.D. 
The author is grateful to E. B. Davies for suggesting the ideas of this 
proof. 
5. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section dp denotes a measure on Iw” that is locally uniformly 
a-dimensional as defined in Section 2, for 0 d CI 6 n. Note that this implies 
it is locally uniformly zero dimensional, so Lemma 4.2 applies. For 
f~L*(dp) we have (fdp)^ (t)~Lf,,. Many of the results in this section 
are contained in [AH] in the special case when u is an integer and dp is 
surface measure on a C’ submanifold of KY’. See also [A]. 
THEOREM 5.1. Under the above hypotheses 
sup t(“-“W e-‘l5l* 
0<t<, s 
l(.f&)A (5)12&Gc ILfII:. (5.1) 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 4.3, we have 
+“-*j/2 (f+)^ (5)1+‘iti’& 
s 
=7L “/2t ~ a/2 JT e-‘“-y’2’4’f(x).f(y) 44x) 40). (5.2) 
Now we write 
t-42 e 
I 
- Ix - A”~’ f(x) dp( x) 
= r t - a/2e - r=i4t 1. s ,x~y,<rfW~W~ (5.3) 0 2t . 
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so we cm estimate 
I J 
t- 42 e+-y12i4ff(x) dp(x) 
G t~“‘2e-r2’4’~~(B,(y)) dr M,f(y). 
> 
But sin:e we have 1 p(B,( y))l < era for r d 1 and trivially ,u(B,) < cm for 
r-2 1 WI: have 
-r2/4,.1 +a d,.+ Ct(-a)/2 epr2i4r2 d,. 
which i ; uniformly bounded for 0 < t < 1. Thus 
t(“-“)/2 I(fdp)” (t)12ep’15’2d5 
s 
6 c s M,fM lf(~)I My) G c llfll: 
by Theorem 2.2. Q.E.D. 
CORCLLARY 5.2. For dp andf as above, 
sup sup radn s B(x) I(f&)^ (Ol'4Gc llfll:. (5.4) x r>I , 
Prooj 1 Since we can translate (f &) A by multiplying f by an exponen- 
tial fact or that preserves 1 f 1, it suflices to consider balls B,(O) centered at 
the origin. But then if we choose t = rp2 we have raen < et(“-OL)‘2e-‘1512 for
4 E B,(O), so (5.1) implies (5.4). Q.E.D. 
Remc rk. If we assume that p is uniformly a-dimensional then we can 
extend :he supremum in (5.1) to all t > 0 and in (5.4) to all r > 0. 
Now if ,u is locally uniformly a-dimensional, it is easy to see that p must 
be absclutely continuous with respect to pa, the a-dimensional Hausdorff 
measure:. Let p = cp dp, + v with v 4 pL, the decomposition of Theorem 3.1. 
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THEOREM 5.3. For any f~ L*(dp) we haoe 
limsup t(n-a)/2 e-‘l51* s I(f&)^ (5)1* 4 Gc j If(x 4~) d&)~ (5.5) 1-O 
Also, for fixed y, 
limsup r’ -n 
f B(y) I(f dp)” (5)l’d~~cj If(x)l*cp(x)dUx), (5.6) r-m I 
where the constant c is independent of y. 
ProoJ: We first estimate 
-‘x--y’2’4t f(x) dv(x) 
s 
co 
< 
0 
t-“2e-‘2’4’$v(Br(y))A4Vf(y)dr. 
NOW by Theorem 3.2, for pL,-almost every y and every E > 0 there exists 
1 B 6 > 0 such that Iv(B,( y))l d Era for all r < 6. For such y we break the 
integral at r = 6, and estimate 
f 
6 
t-a’2e-r2’4’(r/2t) v(B,( y)) M, f( y) dr 
0 
while 
0 
co 
GE 
0 t-1-or’2e 
--r2’4rr1+rdr M,f(y)=cCM,f(y) 
) 
s 
cc 
t-“‘2e-r2’4r(r/2t) v(B,(y)) M, f(y) dr 
0 
1-w co 
< c 
(s 
e -r2/4r1+1dr+ct(“-1)/2 
at- l/2 s 
e-‘2/4,.2& .~,f(~)+() 
0 ) 
as t + 0 as in the proof of Theorem 5.1. Thus for pL,-almost every y we have 
lim t-a/* e-lXpy12/4t f(x) dv(x)=O 
1-O I 
so by the dominated convergence theorem 
lim t(“-a)‘2 (f dv)^ (l)(f dp)” (5) e-‘1512 dt =O. 
1-O s 
Then Theorem 5.1 implies (5.5) and Corollary 5.2 implies (5.6). Q.E.D. 
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If WL: regard Corollary 5.2 as a kind of weak Plancherel formula, then by 
interpc lating with the obvious estimate 
II (f 4) A II 00 G c llfll 1 for fe L’(dp) 
we obtain an analogue of the Hausdorff-Young inequality: 
COROLLARY 5.4. If f E Lp(dp) for 1 < p < 2 and p is locally uniformly 
a-dime, lsional then 
sup sup r’-” 
I B(x) I(fdp)^ (5)l”‘dtGc llfllp,‘, (5.7) I r>l I 
where : /p + l/p’ = 1. 
ProqfI Apply the Riesz interpolation theorem for each fixed B,(x) with 
r > 1 tc the estimates 
IICf- 4)” B,~x~llZ~cr(n-“~‘2 Ilfl12 
II(f &IA I~,~.xllm d Ilf II1 
and then take the supremum over x and r. Q.E.D. 
If WC want to obtain estimates from below, we have to impose further 
conditions on the measure. Recall that an a-dimensional set E is called 
regular if 4( pa, E, x) = I?( pm, E, x) = 1 for pm-almost every x E E. However, 
this coltdition is extremely restrictive, and can only be satisfied if tl is an 
integer. We will say that E is quasi-regular if there exists E > 0 such that 
D(PL,,E* x) > E for pal-almost every x E E. This is certainly a less restrictive 
condition, since self-similar fractals are quasi-regular (see Theorem 5.8 
below). 
THECREM 5.5. Let p’= p + v be a locally uniformly a-dimensional 
measure’ on R” where ,u = pNIE and v 4 ,uII, If E is regular then 
lim t(“-“V2 e-‘ICI* 
t-+0 5 I(f WA b312 dtJ 
for any y. Zf E is quasi-regular then 
(5.8) 
liminft(n-a)/2 e-‘ItI* 
t-0 s I(f 4’)” (5)12&~~~Elf12d~, (5.9) 
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and also 
liminf r’ - ’ s B(y) I(f&‘)^ (S)12d5~c~~If12dpa, (5.10) r-00 , 
where c is independent of y. 
Proof: The proof of Theorem 5.3 shows that we may assume v =0 
without loss of generality. In view of (5.2) and (5.3) we need to understand 
the behavior of j; t-a’2e- “‘“‘(r/2t) (JB,cyjfdp) dr for fixed y as t + 0. We 
split the integral at r = 6, and easily estimate 
s 
m 
< lim 
r+o 6 
t-a/2e-r*/4’~~(B,(y)) M,f(y) dr 
m 
< lim cg t - a/ze - r=/45.n f 1 
t+0 s 6 
drM,f(y) 
<lim c6t(n--‘x)‘2 cc e-r2/4r”+1 drM,f(y)=O. 
t-0 s 0 
If E is regular then for plx-almost every y E E and for every E > 0 there exists 
6 > 0 such that 
fdp-(2r)“fCy) GET’ 
for all r 6 6. But since 
s 
6 
lim 
1-O 0 
t~“/2e-‘2!4’~(2r)‘f(y)dr=4rr 
and 
it follows that 
t ~ “/Ze -r214r L Era d,. 
2t 
< CE 
I 
6 
lim t - “lZe -G/41 r-0 0 ~(~~,(y,fd’()dr=4a~(~+l)f0 
for p,-almost every YE E. This establishes the pointwise convergence of the 
integrand on the right in (5.2), and since we have already established an 
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integratjle upper bound we may apply the dominated convergence theorem 
to obta:n 
lirr t(“-‘)I’ I(ff+)^ (()I2 e- 
t-0 I 
The otlrer equality in (5.8) follows from this by the familiar Karamata 
Tauberian theorem [TM] when y = 0, and in general since multiplication 
off by a complex exponential eaves IfI alone. 
Final y suppose E is only quasi-regular. For each fixed y for which 
f(y) # C and E > 0 there exists 1 B 6 > 0 such that Y 6 6 implies 
and 
by Corollary 2.3 and the definition of quasi-regular. Then 
- t-a/2e-r2/4r & p(B,(y)) dr 
s 6 GE t”12e - r2i4r 0 i PL(MY)) dr If(.~)l 
G CE If(. 
Therefo :e by (5.3) we have 
t-d2 ss ep’“py’2’4’f(~)f(y) 44x)40) 
where 
= f Ifb’)I’ ZKY, 6 8) 40) + Wt, E), 
H(y, t, e)=j~““) t-~/Ze”“‘~p(B,(y))dr 
and the remainder term R(t, E) satisfies 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
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But (5.12) implies 
liminf H( y, t, E) 3 c 
f-.0 
and we have already observed that H is uniformly bounded above, so the 
dominate convergence theorem implies 
liminf t--a/2 
1-O 1.l e~‘“~J@‘4’fb9f(~) 44-d 40) 3 c j lf(~)l* 44~) 
if we choose E small enough. In view of (5.2) this establishes (5.9). 
To establish (5.10) we first chop off the tail of the Gaussian. Let /1 be a 
parameter that will eventually be chosen fairly large, and note that when 
t f51*32 we have e-flC~2~e-~..~/‘/Ze~(‘/2”1;i2 so 
p - ~)I2 
I e-‘iri2 I(f&)^ ({)I2 & fl<P>A 
<.p-""Ze-2'2 (q-)'* j e-ui2m2 ,(fdp)^ (<)12dt . 
by Theorem 5.3. Thus by taking ,X large enough we can improve (5.9) to 
liminf Pa) s e-““* l(f4GA (t)l’ dS 3 c f--O f~#~i. s 
E IfI* dp 
at the cost of reducing the constant c. By taking t = Arm2 and estimating P-” s B(o) I(f40A (s)12dt I
>~(a-n)/2tfn-a) 
I 
e-‘1512 /(fdp’)” (<)I2 d< 
&(O) 
we obtain (5.10) for y = 0. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The constants in (5.8) depend on the normalization of 
Hausdorff measure. In particular, if c1 is an integer and E is a smooth 
manifold, then +, = (a”“/2”r(a/2 + 1)) da, where da, is the standard 
measure on E (induced from the Riemannian metric on E inherited from 
the embedding of E in l/V). In this case we have 
!iii raen [ ‘B,fp) I(f&‘)* (5)1’& = 2ad”+OL)‘2 j r((n-a)/2+ 1) Ifl’d~, E 
which is consistent with the results in [AI-I, Strl]. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Suppose p is locally uniformly a-dimensional and 
p=pzIE+v with v-G+&. Then the constants in (5.5) and (5.6) may be chosen 
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to depend only on CI, and not on ,a. (In particular, the constants do not depend 
on the cmstant in (2.9).) 
Proof. By the dominated convergence theorem it s&ices to show 
00 
limsup t ~ ct/2e ~ r=/4r 
t-0 Ii 0 
&A&(Y)) ( A&(Y))-’ jBc~vifdic) dri <c If(~)1 
r 
for pa-a most every y E E, in order to control the constant in (5.5). But 
the proof of the theorem shows that the integral for r 3 6 produces zero 
in the limit. For p,-almost every ye E we may choose 6 so that 
IS arbitrarily close to f(y) for r 6 6. Also, because $~;Y’: -’ J,,,,f& . 
a oL, E y) < 1 for pa-almost every y E E, we can choose 6 so that 
dB,(y)) d (1 +&U-Y 
for r <i. This gives the desired estimate with c(M)=~: t “2ec’2’4’(r/2t) 
(2r)” dr = 4”f(cr/2 + 1). Q.E.D. 
It is important to observe that the hypothesis that E is quasi-regular 
(or eve i regular) does not imply that pL,, E = p is locally uniformly 
cr-dimen ;ional. For example, when a = 1, any rectifiable curve E is regular, 
but for ,li, E to be locally uniformly l-dimensional is roughly equivalent to 
the curT e being uniformly Lipschitz. As things stand, we require both 
hypotheses for Theorem 5.5. One should hope, however, that the 
hypothe ;is that E is quasi-regular or regular alone would imply the conclu- 
sions of Theorems 5.3 and 5.5. This would require some new idea just to 
interprei (f dp)” (5) since it does not follow that f dp is a tempered 
distribution. For GI = 0 the theory of Besicovitch almost periodic functions 
does exactly this. Ultimately, it would be desirable to find some sort of 
direct characterization of the functions (f dp) h (5) that arise when 
p = pa, E in the way that almost periodicity does when CI = 0. 
When E is regular our results given an isometry between Hilbert space 
norms, hence a polarization argument immediately gives an identity 
between the associated inner products. However, when E is only quasi- 
regular this approach yields nothing. Nevertheless, the proof of 
Theoren 5.3 yields the following Corollary: 
COROI.LARY 5.7. Let p = q dp, + v be as in Theorem 5.3, and suppose 
f, g E Lp d,u) have disjoint supports with respect to cp dp,, i.e., fgcp dp, = 0 as 
a measu1.e. Then 
lim tCnpZV2 ep’1512 
f+O s 
(f&l" (SNgdp)^ (5)& 
= lim rxpn 
s (f&l" (tNgdcL)^ (t)&=O. r-cc &(Y) 
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Next we show that self-similar fractals satisfy the hypotheses of our 
theorems. Let S,, . . . . S, be a finite set of similarity transformations of R” 
with dilation factors si, . . . . s, (so that Sj equals sj times an isometry). The 
associated imension a is given by 
M 
,;, s;= 1. (5.13) 
so in particular we are assuming that all the similarities are contractive. We 
say that a set E is ~eZf-si~jlu~ if there is a set of similarities such that 
E= lJlm_r SjE, O<p,(E)< GO, and pa(SjEnS,E)=O forj#k. See [H] or 
Section 8.3 of [F] for a discussion of this definition and examples. The 
following result is proved in [H] under slightly stronger hypotheses. 
THEOREM 5.8. Let E be a bounded self-similar set, with a given by (5.13). 
Then E is locally uniformly a-dimensional and quasi-regular. 
ProoJ Since E 2 S,E we have En B,,(Sjx) 3 SJE n B,(x)) so 
&(E n 4,,(Sp)) , ,dE n M-4) 
(zsjr)g ’ G-Y 
(5.14) 
by the basic dilation scaling p,(sA) = s”pol(A) of Hausdorff measure. This 
is our key observation, showing that the ratio ,u,(EnB,(x))/(2r)“l is 
essentially increasing as r decreases. 
To show that E is locally uniformly a-dimensional we will show that 
pJEn B,(x)) < (2r)’ @,-almost everywhere on E. Indeed let 
Fo= (x~E:p,(EnB,(x))>,(l +&)(2r)OLj 
for fixed r and E. Suppose pJF,,) >O. Define inductively the sets Fk by 
F k+l = &lJYY i SjF~;k- Then p,(f;,) = pb(Fo) > 0 by (5.13), so there exists a set 
F of posrtive p,-measure such that each x E F lies in inftnitely many Fk. But 
by (5.14), for each point in Fk there exists a value rk (equal to r multiplied 
by k factors chosen from s1 , . . . . s,) such that ,uJE n B,(x)) > (1 + &)(2r,J’. 
Since the value of rk + 0 as k -+ cc we have 6,( P,,~, x) & (1+ E) for 
all x E F. This contradicts B,( ,u,,~, x) 6 1 p,-almost everywhere in E 
CF, P. 251. 
To prove that E is quasi-regular from (5.14) is even easier. Let E denote 
a uniform lower bound for the ratio ,uJE n B,(x))/(2r)” as x varies over E 
and Y is restricted to the range r, < r < rz. If we choose rl large enough that 
En B,,(x) = E for all x E E (here we use the boundedness of E) then E will 
be positive. We also choose r2 large enough so that the ratio r, /r, 4 sj for 
j= 1, . . . . m. Then for any r < ri we use (5.14) inductively to show that for 
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any XE E there exists y E E (in fact x is obtained from y by repeated 
applications of the similarity transformations) such that 
AEn B,(x)), dEn 4.4~)) 
(2r)” ’ (2r’)” ’ 
where Y < r’ 6 r2. Thus E is the desired lower bound for o( ~1 E, x). Q.E.D. 
Finally, we observe that many of our results can be extended to the case 
of Hau;dorff measures and dimensions associated with more general 
growth functions, as discussed in Rogers [R]. Let h: [0, co) + [0, 00) be 
an increasing, right-continuous function, with h(t) > 0 for t > 0. Then the 
Hausdo ff measure ,uh can be defined by p,JE) = lim, +0 p&E) where 
,u;JE) = inf{xj”=, h(diam(Aj)): E c lJz I Aj and diam(Aj) < S}, so that pL, 
corresponds to the case h(t) = P. Clearly the definition only depends on the 
germ ol h at t = 0. Similarly we will say that a measure m is locally 
uniform1 y h-dimensional if p(B,(x)) < ch(2r) for all x and r 6 1, and a set E 
is quasi.regular with respect to p,, if liminf,,, pJB,.(x) n E)/h(2r) > E > 0 
for ph-a most every x E E. 
It is sonvenient also to assume that h satisfies a doubling condition, 
h(2t) < 1 h(t) for all t < 1. Then Theorems 5.1-5.5 remain valid if we 
substitu e Ph(fi)- for t(“-‘)‘* in (5.1), (5.5), (5.8), and (5.9) and if we 
substitu e (t”h(r-‘))-I for Fn in (5.4), (5.6), (5.7), (5.8), and (5.10). The 
proofs require only simple modifications. Of course we do not know if 
there are any new examples of quasi-regular sets in this more general 
context. 
6. MULTIPLIERS, RESTRICTIONS, AND POISSON INTEGRALS 
In th s section we consider convolution operators, or equivalently, 
Fourier multipliers, from LP(dp) to L4(dx), where dx denotes Lebesgue 
measure and p is any locally uniformly a-dimensional measure on Iw”. (It 
is clear lhat such operators cannot be expected to map Lp(dp) to L”(dp)). 
We writi: 
~mf=~p’(m(Mfd~)A (4)) (6.1) 
for such an operator, where m(5) is a suitable multiplier function. For 
a different approach to this problem see Adams [Adl, Ad2, Ad3]; in 
particulsr he obtains slightly sharper versions of Corollaries 6.2 and 6.3. 
THEOF EM 6.1. Let ,u be a locally uniformly ct-dimensional measure on R” 
andsupiose 1 <p<2,<q< 00. If m(r) satisfies 
(s 
l/r 
,5,~1 Im(5)l’dt 
> 
<a, (6.2) 
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where l/r= l/p- l/q, [m(5)/ <M(151), where M is decreasing and 
(6.3) 
then T;, is a bounded operator from L*(dp) to Ly(dx) with the operator norm 
depending linearly on (6.2) and (6.3). 
Proof. By the Hausdorff-Young theorem it sufkes to estimate 
llmb%f WA (5)lly,, and for this we use Corollary 5.4. Indeed, by (6.2) 
and (5.5) for B,(O) we have 
so we need only estimate the Lq’ norm on the region where /<I 2 1. There 
we write M( /<I ) = - fp, M’(s) ds (the hypotheses imply M vanishes at cc) 
so 
Thus, using (5.5), we obtain 
6 - s lm ll~(l~l~s}(fd~)A (CX,~ M'(s) ds 
< -c 
s lm llx~l5l <ss)tf&)" (<NIP, s""M'(s) ds 
< -c 
s 
co s’“-““‘p’&W(s)ds 11 fll, 
1 
G.c s m s-~‘~‘+~‘~‘- ‘M(s) ds l/f/l, + cM( 1) l/f//,. 1 
Here we have used the fact that A4 is decreasing to deduce -M’(s) 2 0 (in 
general we must interpret M’ as a Stieltjes derivative) and to bound M( 1 f 
by the portion of the integral in (6.3) below one. Q.E.D. 
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In pal titular, we can apply the theorem to the Bessel potentials 
J;.f=~--‘((l+l~l’)~“‘*(f dp)^ (0). 
COROI .LARY 6.2. With p, p, q as before, Jj, is a bounded operator from 
Lp( dp) 1 o L”( dx) provided A > n/q’ - a/p’. 
Another way of stating this result is that Lr(dp) G LY,([w”) (here Lt(Iw”) 
denotes :he Sobolev space equal to the image of Lp(dx) under J,, with 1 < 
P< at IlSl). 
We can also reinterpret his result as a Sobolev restriction theorem by a 
simple duality argument. For f E L,P we want to show that there exists a 
well-defiled restriction Rf to the support of p such that Rf E Lq(dp). To do 
this it suffices to show 
ji I fg4 GC Ml,, 
for every g E Ly’(dp). 
COROI .LARY 6.3. With u, p, q as before, the restriction Rf is a bounded 
operator from Li(lF!“) to Ly(dp) provided ;1> nJp - a/q. In particular, tf 
A> (n - x)/2, then Rf is bounded from L:([w”) to L’(dp). 
Proof For f E LI;(Iw”) write f = JLh with h E LP([Wn). Then 
ljfgdpi =~jhJbWx~ 
G Ilhll, IIJAs 44,~ 
Gc Ilhll, II&, 
by Corollary 6.2 with (q’, p’) in place of (p, q). Q.E.D. 
We expect that the restriction Rf should also have some smoothness, 
roughly of order L-n/p + a/q. The following result confirms this in a 
limited v ray. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let n = 1, let p be a finite measure that is untformly 
a-dimensbnal, and suppose f’ E Lp(dx) for some p, 1 <p < CO. Then 
f.i 
If(x)-f(Y)l" 
Ix - yl"+Q 44x) d/G) G c llf’ll ; 
provided B < 1 - (1 - a)/~. 
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Proo$ By the fundamental theorem of calculus and Holder’s inequality 
we have If(x)-f(y)lp< Ix-~(~~~ j’; If’(s)lpds hence 
Since p - 1 - CI - Bp > -2~ by hypothesis it suffices to bound 
Ii r<s<ylX--yl- 2a+E 4-4x) 40) 
uniformly in s for any E > 0. 
Because the hypotheses are translation invariant we may take s =O. 
Then for fixed x < 0 we have 
<C 
s 
om (y-X)y~+&4 y~dy=c IXI--a+E 
because p is assumed uniformly ,x-dimensional (not just locally). Then 
ss x<s<y Ix-yl- 
“+‘dp(x)dp(y)icjo_ Ixl-*+“dp(x)<c 
because 
/yl lxl-~+&d~(x)=(~-r)s”, Ixl-“+“p([x,o])dx 
+r(r-l,ol)~r~” [xl”-‘dx+p([-LO]) 
-I 
is finite and j:L [xl-“+“&(x)<~([ -co, - 11) is finite because p is 
assumed finite. Q.E.D. 
We consider next the behavior of f & under convolution with an 
approximate identity. Let 
q,(x) = t-“q(t-lx), 
where Iv(x)1 < II/( Ixl), II/ is decreasing, bounded, and s; r”-‘+(r) dr < co. 
The Poisson integral is a typical example. We write U(X, t) = qr * (f dp)(x) 
= f vr(x - Y) KY) d/G). 
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THEOF.EM 6.5. Suppose f E LP(dp) for 1 < p < co where cp is as above and 
p is loc~ily uniformly a-dimensional. Then 
> 
IlP 
I+, f)lP dx 6 cP”)‘P llfll, for O<t<l. (6.4) 
ProoJ When p = 1, f dp is a finite measure and (6.4) is well known, 
since q( Y) E L’(dx). When p = co, 
Iu(x, [)I <j Icpt(x-Y)I My) llfllcc, 
so it sufices to show 
I Icp(t-‘(x-y))l.d~(y)~cta. (6.5) 
However, since 
b%w(x-y))l afw’ Ix-YI) 
and 
Icl(lxl)= -jv rC/‘(r)dr I 
with -(1’20 we have 
jd-‘Ix-yl)&(y)Q -\m~t&d~))V(r)dr 
0 
< -c I’-’ (rt)* $‘(r) dr - c jm (rt)” e’(r) dr 
0 1-I 
< CP 
I 
cc 
0 
r’-‘@(r) dr+ ctnjm r”-‘@(r) dr 
0 
6 et” for O<t<L 
The thec’rem follows by interpolation. Q.E.D. 
Now suppose p = ,ua, E + v where v G$ pS. We expect to pick up flE as a 
pointwis: “limit” of t”-%(x, t) as t + 0. 
THEOF EM 6.6. Suppose p = pmIE + v is locally uniformly a-dimensional, 
andf ElsP(d,u) for 1 dpd co. Then 
lim tn-%(.x, t) = 0 (6.6) 
t-0 
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for pL,-almost every x not in E, while 
limsup t”-” lu(x, t)l 6 c /f(x)\ 
r-0 
(6.7) 
for ,u,-almost every x in E. 
Proof As before, we have 
tnpx 124(x, t)l e - s oa r”$‘(r)(rt))” j If I 4 dr. (6.8) &l(X) 
We break the integral at r = t- ‘. For r > t ~ ’ we estimate 
I If I 4 < Ilf lip p(Mx))“” d WY” Ilf Ilp B,,(x) 
with the worst case occurring when p’ = 1. Thus 
- I ,“, W’(rW-” j B,,(-~) Ifl & dr6c Ilfll, t”-’ jr:, ICl(r) rnpl d-0 
as t + 0, so we need only consider the region r < t ~ ‘. But there the 
integrand tends to zero for pa-almost every x not in E by Theorem 3.3, and 
is dominated by -c(x) r’@(r) which is integrable, so (6.6) follows by the 
dominated convergence theorem. Similarly (6.7) follows by the same 
reasoning from Corollary 3.4. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6.7. Suppose cp is a radial decreasing function which is non- 
negative, bounded and integrable, and p and f are as in Theorem 6.6. If E is 
regular, then 
pi0 f-W, t)=yJ(P)f(x) (6.9) 
for p,-almost every x in E, where 
y,(q)= ~2"j~~ $(r)F1 dr 
and $(r) = q(x) for 1x1 = r. Zf E is only quasi-regular then 
liim_l;f tnpm lu(x, t)l 2 c I f(x)1 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
for p,-almost every x in E. 
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Proof This time we have an identity 
t” “u(x, t) = - jix ran’ Q j f dp dr 
Br,(.r) 
and for ;he limiting behavior as t -+ 0 we need only consider the integral for 
r < t-l. If E is regular then 
liio (rt) ,’ j f44=Wb) 
B,,(x) 
for p,-:.lmost every x, by Corollary 2.3. Then (6.9) follows by the 
dominated convergence theorem. 
If E is only quasi-regular the’ same argument gives (6.1 I ) if f is non- 
negative, since 
liEi;f (rt)-” j f & = ~‘D,(PU, xl. 
Edr) 
Iff is re sl-valued write f = f+ -f - for the decomposition into positive and 
negative parts, and write U* (x, t) = p, * p(x) (note, however, that U* are 
not the positive and negative parts of u). At pX-almost every x in E where 
f(x) > 0 we have 
limsup t”-” Iu-(x, t)l = 0 
t-0 
by Thecrem 6.6, so 
litrjff t”--” ju(x, t)l = lirti;f to-” 124+(x, t)l 3 cf+(x) = c If(x)] 
by the already established case of (6.1 I), and a similar analysis with I 
intercha aged gives the result when f(x) < 0. Finally, if f is complex-valued 
we obtain the desired result by considering the real and imaginary parts 
separately. Q.E.D. 
An interesting open problem is to characterize the harmonic functions 
that are Poisson integrals of measures f dp where p = pa, E. 
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